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About This Game

A short puzzle game where you
play as you playing as you

to find out why.

Too experimental for more spoilers. I think you'll like the ending if you can find it.

Features

+ Rooms/Layers

+ Buttons
+ Doors and Keys

+ Implications

Accessibility

+ No dialog
- No subtitles

+ No color differentiation required
+ Mostly high contrast

+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks
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+ Simple menu
- No instructions

- No alternative difficulty levels
- Only partial non-remappable controller support (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 1 button)

- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires: wasd or arrow keys, enter or space or e, escape)
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Simple, cheap and can give you some good time. Buy it if you can.. I always liked the over the top concept of blood bowl, but
the turn based strategy of that game killed the pacing, and made the action feel stale, so, although this game is a blatant ripoff of
the blood bowl games, if they were able to make a better game than blood bowl I'm not complaining. However, they dropped the
ball on this pretty bad, so here I am...complaining.

The first thing the game tells you in the loading screen is that you should have not bought the game. It doesn't use those exact
words but it says \u201cGamepad Recommended,\u201d which is code for \u201cwe designed this game for a console, but we
thought we could get some more money by selling it to PC players on steam, but we didn't want to put in the effort to make a
PC friendly port, so YOU have to go by extra hardware so our game is playable.\u201d I wasn't to worried about this because
Rocket League also recommends that PC players use a \u201cGamepad\u201d but I felt right at home with the standard mouse
and keyboard for that game.

My next hurtle came when I started the tutorial and discovered that the game wanted me to use the arrow keys to control the
character. The last game I played that made me use the arrow keys for player control came on a floppy disk, and I'm talking the
8in floppy, not the 3.5in that everyone uses for a save icon now. I realize that this game is trying to recapture the nostalgia of
NFL Blitz and NBA Jam, but using a control method that died out 20 years ago instead of the standard WASD key layout is not
nostalgia, it's just annoying.

So before I could even start the tutorial I had to remap the controls which was when I discovered that you can't map anything to
your mouse. I realize this was probably because the developers reasoned that if you have 3 receivers but only 2 buttons it won't
work. I have a gaming mouse with a ton of buttons that could be assigned to everything that I need, but because the developers
cut the mouse out of the game I was forced to remap everything to the number pad. This had the extra annoyance of displaying
\u201cnum\u201d for my receivers in a pass play. So instead of my receiver having a big \u201c5\u201d over his head he has a
\u201cnum 5\u201d displayed. In order to add the \u201cnum\u201d text, and still have all the text fit, they cut the size of the
font in half, so that after about 10 yards I can't even read the text. This made every passing play a game of roulette. Am I going
to pass to the wide open receiver 20 yards down field, or the receiver 10 yards out in tipple coverage?

I was willing to overlook all of this, but the tutorial broke me. I knew that I needed the tutorial because all the controls were so
unfamiliar and unintuitive. So, I start working through the tutorial and I come to a point where I need to choose a formation. I
start looking through them, but the tutorial coach immediately starts giving me annoying little barbed comments for taking to
long to pick a formation. The same thing happens when I then started looking through the plays for that formation. I realize this
is supposed to be cute little thing to build ambiance, but it just comes off as annoying. The coach starts complaining after 8
seconds (yes I timed it), and this happens every time you try to look through the playbook. If I'm not supposed to take time to
look through the playbook in the TUTORIAL when am I suppose to actually look at it? So I finish the first tutorial and I'm
immediately hit with a game breaking bug where the menu selector keeps scrolling like I was holding the down arrow. I try to
hit the option to quit the game, as the selection keeps flipping through the options on the main menu, but after several failed
attempts I have to CTR+ALT+DEL and kill the process.

After I reload the game I went through the other tutorials until I hit the kicking tutorial. In this tutorial you kick from
increasingly far distances until you are booting the ball from damn near half the filed, and if you don't make it you must try, try,
again. The catch is, the kick is impossible to make. I tried at least 50 times (I didn't actually count) and no matter how perfectly
I got the kick meter into the sweet spot the ball would fall short. As I have already revealed I have been gaming sense the floppy
disk era and I have never come up against a game where the TUTORIAL was too hard to beat. I figured I had got the basics of
kicking, and as long as I didn't try to put one through the uprights at the damn 50 yard line I should be fine, so I got out, and
decided to just skip to the last and final tutorial, only to discover that it is locked! Why would you do this? Who made the
decision to lock a tutorial until you complete the one prior, and how did they justify it? So now that I can't complete the
impossible kicking tutorial I have no idea how to play defense. I know that I could just put it practice mode, and button mash
until I figure things out, but quite frankly I'm done trying to wrestle with this intuitive buggy mess.. Another in the line of
pretentious art projects on Steam. What elements of realism the game exudes are hampered under a cover of fancy verbal
diarrhea. Between randomly throwing in aspergers and stealing the core plot and outline of High Fidelity, the creator ultimately
fails at his attempt to be deep and provocative. I feel like I'm being too harsh on it, but I spent 40 minutes in the game and have
no desire to return. I will say, I kinda liked the ending though.
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The interface is also annoying. There is no save feature, for instance, so you have to finish it in one go. The game is short, but it
feels so long and there is so much reading, that I needed to take breaks. I don't mind reading in my games, I got introduced in
Infocom back in the 90s and fell in love, but the writing in this game is just too art school.

The best I can say is that the game isn't broken. No crashes or bugs.

Bottom line: I almost kind of enjoyed my time with the game, but despite almost liking the ending, the rest of the game just
doesn't make it worth it. Go read Nick Hornby instead.. This is a disgusting rip off of a game. DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS A
CASH GRAB. After 5,500+ hours in ark, I can say for sure that this is just a complete ♥♥♥♥ing rip off. The megapithecus
and therizinos look like n64 characters.. A fun and comical little scinario mission. Get it when it's on sale. This is a fun game.
You will likely have to lower the difficulty on some levels and go back later and try them again. So far I am enjoying the game.
This Is the first review I have written for a game, mostly becase this game NEEDS more attention. First of all, if you remember
any of those old tank flash games that you could play local, (Which I did back in middle school) you will be in for a pleasant
suprise. this game takes the Idea of those old tank games and manages to give them an exciting twist. With beautiful, backdrops,
levels, Etc. smooth-as-butter controls, and in game level modifications ranging from terrifying to hilarious, this game is worth
the money for an amazing time with your friends.. Game is incredibly Broken, Its not a Fishing game to be honest. Do not
Recommend this game Needs Full Overhaul. Fishing games are Mostly pointed towards an Older Crowd of people, Tried it out
for my grandfather, Will never trust this Dev ever again. BIG WASTE OF MONEY
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CRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZY. Weird game and very short. Imagine what playing under influence would be like. This game
gives you exactly this experience :D

It's alright if you buy it for a few cents, just don't expect too much. I think this would be pretty cool as a VR game.. I've enjoyed
the Air Conflict series since the first game was released, so don't get me wrong here. I enjoy the Vietnam addition, however
there are some issues that take away from enjoying this title compared to it's predecessors. I'll keep this short and simple. There
are some of the most iconic planes and helicopters in the post WWII era, and they have managed to do a good job in the graphic
and loadout department. The size of the conflict zones is sometimes so small, that you find yourself constantly having to
manuever your aircraft to avoid going, "out of bounds", as it were. This drastically lowers the possible enjoyment of many
campaign scenarios, which I find frustrating. I haven't tried the multiplayer so I can't speak for that part, as of yet, but
unfortunately I find myself on the edge of a question. Would I recommend this game to a friend? Sadly, the answer is no but,
once again, I'm on the fence here. Whereas I find many aspects of the gameplay questionable another person may love it. So,
who am I to say, "don't purchase this game". Well, so much for short and simple. Also, I can't quite place my finger on it, but
there's just something missing in this Vietnam release.. Gotta, say I'm not a fan of playing as Nero. Lack of weapons/styles
really makes the game feel a little dull. Granted having Exceed ability from the get go really levels the playing field. Master that
tech and you'll breeze through the game. And the Devil Bringer can make crowd management a bit easier, but overall the game
shines when you're playing as Dante. Have access to all five styles was something I dreamt about when I played DMC3.

While the story for the games is a take-it-or-leave-it issue for most people, I'm just glad (more like exstatic) that there are no
QTEs during the cinemas so I can actually enjoy Dante's cheezy one-liners and soliloquy's about♥♥♥♥♥♥♥metaphors.

Also, gotta give a shout-out to Turbo mode. Definitely makes this version the best of the three. At least until DMC4:SE hits
PS4/X1 (and hopefully Steam).. Man, this is slick!

I looks great, plays great, moves great and the gameplay is a whole lot of fun. It eally looks and feels like a major studio has
been involved in this.
Movement is similar to Lone Echo - only faster. In the same way as that game, movement is intuitive and sorta tricky ( but in a
fun way).

I used to play Tribes and UT a hell of a lot back in the day - this is basically Tribes in VR!
Not many people around for multi-play, as I got it when it had just beeen released (so this is to be expected) - and I have not
played for long myself - but long enough to know that this is something special. Frankly, if this does not gain traction as a MP
game, we have to scratch our heads and wonder about the future of VR, and whether MP is viable at all in VR. I say this, as it
does not come better than what we have here. For this reason I am pretty confident that there will be a strong player base over
the long term.

Now an admission - Although I used to play a lot of MP FPS back in the day, I rarely do so now, not only because of all the
yapping toxic kids you have to put up with these days, but more importantly, as you get older, you have to face some facts of
life - my reaction speed is not what it was - I will simply get destroyed and let down any team unfortunate to have me on board -
not my idea of fun. Secretly, I think a lot of people feel like I do - as the adoption of VR is by an older demographic.
Take heart! I played a few matches just against bots - it was *incredible* fun - so much so, that I whipped of my headset after
just a few rounds, just to give a shout out for this. The bots are well implimented and act intelligently (well, far more
intelligently than I do!). I got my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to me every few seconds - but I was only letting
myself down, and I can live with that.
What I am saying here, is that if you do not like MP games, this is the MP game for you! Even with bots it is stupid fun.

I hope this takes off for the devs, they have a solid and polished game here already, but whatever happens, I know I will be
playing this for sometime. Oh yeah, you can even craft your own levels, right out of the box.

Anyone want to get a 'hopless old man league' going?. Insanely bad controls and view of the characters.
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